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With the information age in full swing and the popularity of broadband technology increasing,
home users as well as small offices are now connected to the Internet 24 hours a day via cable or
DSL, and the need for securing your small office or home network is essential. Believe it or not
the Internet is a battleground for information warfare and if not properly prepared you may be an
unwilling participant and/or victim. Many Internet threats exist in the form of Attackers, Trojan
horse programs, Viruses, Worms, and other malicious code.
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connections available 24 hours a day, mainly for use in the attacks of other computers on the
Internet. (1)
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Covering all areas of malicious activity takes more than any one product can handle. Applying
more than one layer of defense to your network is extremely important. A complete
hardware/software package is a cost-effective comprehensive method of securing your network.
The average home user or small office worker, for a relatively low cost and with minimal
technical knowledge, can apply several methods of defense.
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The first layer of protection should be a cable/DSL router with a built in switch as your network
backbone. This hardware device will allow you to share your high-speed connection and provide
security. A router is a device that connects different networks together and chooses different
paths, usually the shortest, based on the IP address. Linksys and Netgear make a nice unit usually
selling for around $99.00 to $349.00 depending on features. A switch is a device that establishes
a direct line of communication from the port of origin to the destination port, and offers
dedicated bandwidth to each port, vice sharing bandwidth like a hub. Bandwidth is like a pipe, if
you have a 4-port 100 Meg hub, and all ports are used, each port only has 25 Megs of bandwidth.
On the other hand a 4 port 100 Meg switch with all ports used, each port gets a full 100 Megs of
bandwidth. A switch is preferred over a hub because it provides some separation to your
network; if your network is compromised it’ll be harder for the attacker to “sniff” the traffic on
the other ports of the switch. A sniffer is a program that allows somebody to see the traffic on a
network, switching makes this much more difficult. Another benefit of the switch is much more
bandwidth is available to each computer increasing network speed significantly. These
cable/DSL routers provide security through obscurity using network address translation (NAT).
Network address translation allows the use of one IP address for multiple computers; the Internet
only sees one IP address, hiding your internal network. The byproduct of this is you don’t need
to purchase additional IP addresses for additional computers, saving money. The internal
network utilizes IP addresses reserved by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for
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“C”

192.168.0.0 to 192.168.255.255

Refer to RFC 1918 for more information about recommendations for private addresses.
IP Addresses reserved for private use (2)
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These routers are fairly easy to setup via your web browser and most include advanced features
for filtering Internet access, logging inbound and outbound activity, some even offer content
filtering, central administration, virus software, Dynamic DNS, and a print server built in. I’ll
discuss briefly some of the features of two very common products available at most CompUSA
and Bestbuy stores.
1. Linksys
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Some of the features include:
• Support for up to 253 users
• Accepts PPPoE protocol
• Can act as either a DHCP server or client
• Accepts either static or dynamic IP addresses
• Compatibility with all standard Internet applications.
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Some of the more advanced features of the Linksys products include:
Log viewer, allowing advanced access to your log files. Filtering, let’s you block Internet access
by either port number or IP address. Forwarding, the router will forward Internet requests for
certain services to the appropriate computer. Dynamic Routing, the router will automatically
adjust to changes in the network and determine the best route based on the least number of hops
from source to destination. Static Routing, allows you to manually input routes. DMZ host, the
DMZ (demilitarized zone) allows one computer to be exposed to the Internet, for special
purposes such as game server, sniffer, or web server.
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2. Netgear Products (4)
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Features depending on the model include:
Stateful packet inspection + Denial of Service protection, allows administrators or parents to
restrict access based on time of day, time of week, web address, or web address keyword.
Receive regular e-mail reports and instant alerts on browsing activity and hacking attempts.
Netgear also offers a router with an optional content filtering subscription to further restrict
access. Content filtering prevents users or children from accessing pornographic or inappropriate
sites.
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D-link: DI-704 (5)
Maxgate: u-gate 3100 (6)
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Nexland: ISB SOHO (7)
SMC: Barricade (8)
For even more routers and reviews go to: http://www.firewallguide.com/hardware.htm and
http://www.practicallynetworked.com/
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I highly recommend going to the different manufactures websites and doing a little comparisonshopping, looking over their tech support, and customer testimonials. Getting the right product
for your network the first time is just a matter of a little research.
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The second layer of protection should be a host-based (personal) Firewall on each computer.
Should an attacker get by your router, a host-based firewall is your next line of defense. A
firewall
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and inspecting it. The firewall will pass data based on the rules you set. This gives you a great
deal of security and can be tailored to fit your networks needs. Some of the methods used to
control this data are packet filtering, stateful inspection, and proxy service. Packet filtering
simply checks packets and passes or drops them based on filters you set. Stateful inspection is a
little smarter; the firewall remembers the status of each connection and builds their context into
memory, it then utilizes this information to make a better-informed decision. Proxy service: a
proxy server is the go between from the inside network to the outside network and vise versa. A
client will request information from the Internet, the proxy server intercepts that request from the
client and it will make the request. When the server responds, the proxy will intercept that
response, and send the response back to the client. To both the client and the server the only
computer seen was the proxy server.
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Most of the personal firewalls on the market have some sort of IDS (Intrusion Detection
System), alert screens, or logging features to allow you to see whose knocking on your door, so
to speak. This information is helpful in seeing who is probing or scanning your network, and if
an attacker gets in, can help you discover when and how. The interfaces vary quite a bit and
some are easier to use then others. A little research will be invaluable here, as all personal
firewalls are not created equal. One of the features to consider is whether or not the firewall
blocks application access to the web. Most firewalls block all ports from inbound Internet access,
but not all will block outbound access to the Internet from Trojans or spyware.
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Home users can benefit from many of the free firewall software readily available and
downloadable from the Internet. (9)
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Three very popular firewalls are:
• Zone Alarm from Zone Labs
• Tiny Personal Firewall
• Sygate Personal Firewall
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
All these firewall’s block outbound applications from reaching the Internet without your
permission.
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Zone Alarm is available free for personal use and $20 for business use. Zone Alarm PRO is
available for only $39, and includes a host of features designed to keep your network secure and
you in control. Zone Alarm offers immediate and complete port blocking, putting your computer
in Stealth mode effectively hiding your computer from attackers, it is easy to use, no need to
learn ports, protocols, or programming. It immediately alerts you of activity and gives you
simple yes or no control over which applications have access to the Internet. Zone Alarm PRO
includes Advanced Mail Safe-email attachment protection that recognizes and quarantines
suspect attachments, and is customizable, also password protection, Advanced logging, and
more. (10)
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Tiny Personal firewall (TPF) is based on the Tiny Software’s ICSA-certified WinRoute Pro
technology. It is available free for personal use and $39 for business use. TPF uses a combination
of IPKey
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TPF includes a wizard that detects unknown activity and prompts the user for action, making rule
creation relatively easy for the novice. TPF can be monitored and admistered remotely allowing
the administrator to configure remote client computers and a “view-only” access of remote logs.
It offers advanced features that appeal to most administrators and considerable protection from
attackers and malicious activity. (11)
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Sygate Personal Firewall (SPF) is available free for personal use and $39.95 for business use.
SPF is a host-based system that enforces rule based security policies based on any combination
of Application, Trusted IP addresses, Ports, Protocols, and Schedule. SPF offers advanced
logging features with four different logs and filtering capabilities for each. Installation is
relatively easy and the configuration can be password protected. SPF offers advanced features
for the enterprise with optional client/server software that enables a centrally managed security
and policy enforcement solution for mobile, distributed, and stationary workers. (12)
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There are many more firewalls available; most will offer considerable protection against attack.
A good place to look is http://www.firewallguide.com/software.htm.
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The third layer of protection should be Antiviral software. Malicious code is a serious threat to
the Internet and your network hosts; it can be a virus, worm, or a Trojan horse. A major concern
is that malicious code can easily bypass your perimeter defenses such as firewalls by
masquerading as legitimate traffic. AntiVirus software is your host based perimeter defense
against viruses and most common malicious code. Viruses are programs that are designed to selfreplicate, be executed by the user without his or her knowledge, and can be very damaging.
Trojans are malicious programs masquerading as useful software; they can capture information
from your system or allow a malicious attacker to remotely control your system. Worms are
programs that are designed to be spread across a network replicating themselves and infecting
any machine on the network. The newest threat comes from java applets and active X controls.
These are small programs designed to run within your web browser while accessing a web page
that contains an applet. Applets tend to run within the web browser without the users knowledge.
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Just installing
antiviral software is not enough; you must keep it updated at least weekly. Some antiviral
software offer automatic updates, making this task much easier for the consumer. (13)
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There are number of AntiVirus software tools available, prices range from free for personal use
to around $100. The following software is free for personal or non-profit use: InoculateIT
Personal Edition, and AVG Antivirus.
InoculateIT Personal Edition 5.x.x offers free download, free updates, and free support. While it
lacks the speed, features, and the appealing interface of most paid-for scanners, it offers a low
cost comprehensive virus protection solution. (14)
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AVG anti-virus 6.0 offers free downloads and free updates as well as a new approach to antivirus scanning with the AVG Active Modular Core. Unlike traditional scanners that utilize
several completely separate programs bundled together, AVG uses a single Anti-Virus engine
that every module shares. As a result the scanners cannot become unsynchronized with respect to
finding
Keyviruses.
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Ranking among the best pay-ware are Norton AntiVirus 2001, McAfee VirusScan, and Trend
Micro’s PC-cillin 2000. Both Norton and PC-cillin offer a downloadable 30-Day free trial.
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Antiviral software is abundant and there is no clear-cut winner in the race. Unfortunately in
today’s environment AntiVirus software is mandatory if you’re connected to the Internet. Check
the manufactures websites and some online reviews. (16)
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With so many home users, small business, and big companies connecting to the Internet with 24hour high-speed connections, the threats are increasing as well. The threat to the home user can
be an attacker trying to steal your personal information such as bank accounts, brokerage
accounts, or take control of your computer to attack other computers. Surely you don’t want
strangers sending thousands of junk e-mails from your computer, reading your e-mails, or
personal information. The threat to businesses can be loss of service to their customers, financial
information, or industrial espionage. What if you discover an intrusion to your system? Often
times the only way to make sure you rid your system of the intruder, a back door, and/or Trojan
software is to reload the system from the disk, apply all patches, and start fresh. Making regular
backups of your system/s will help you retain important data should an attacker or malicious
code wreak havoc on your network.
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To help protect the online community from malicious activity, anyone connected to the Internet
should do their best to secure their systems. The hardware, software, and information resources
are abundant online. A little time, money, and effort will reap huge rewards for yourself,
businesses, and the Internet as a whole.
In addition to putting together a hardware/software security solution for your network, it’s
important that you keep up with vulnerabilities, apply the latest patches to your operating system,
open only trusted e-mail attachments, and only download software from trusted sites. The home
user can have the ultimate in security through obscurity by turning off their computer/s while not
in use.
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newsletters from http://www.incidents.org and http://www.cert.org to keep up with bulletins and
vulnerabilities is extremely helpful and a time saver.
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To fully secure your network takes a layered approach, no one product will do in today’s rapidly
changing technologically advanced society. The technology is changing and vulnerabilities are
being discovered faster than the security professionals and manufactures can keep up with it. A
layered approach while not full proof is the best means of protecting your home or small office
network. A complete software/hardware solution to protect against attackers, spyware, and
malicious code is as simple as a router/switch, host based firewall, and antiviral software on
every computer. The industry, seeing the need for a layered security approach, has responded
with a hardware/software package of its own.
Linksys, Trend Micro, and Zone Labs are putting together a complete Broadband Internet
Security Solution for the small/medium business and the home network market, designed to
provide an extensive, easy to use security solution. (17)
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available products, you can put together a complete hardware/software security solution
protecting your systems, and the Internet community as a whole from malicious activity.
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